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Every family has rituals and routines holding them together. But
sometimes they are the very things that tear them apart. The Family
Code is a gritty family drama featuring the troubled life of Hannah
Belenko, a young woman and single mother dogged by the brutality
of past traumas and a code of silence that she must crack in order to
be free—or else lose everything. Hannah was raised by this code and
rules her own family by it. When she loses her daughter to the state
and her boyfriend threatens her, she flees from Ottawa to Halifax
with her remaining son, six-year-old Axel. 

While Hannah bulldozes her way through everything and schemes
to protect him, Axel flounders in the chaos she creates. He begins to
doubt his mother and her dream of a way out. With her life crashing
down, Hannah is driven by desperation to survive yet hangs on to
elusive hope. With uncompromising grit and high-voltage prose,
The Family Code unabashedly reveals the power and perils of
parenting, but also the longing and vulnerability of children. 

Wayne Ng ran wild in Toronto’s Chinatown, inspiring his novel, Letter
From Johnny. And like his idealist character, Lao Tzu in Finding the Way,
Wayne is a lifelong dreamer of a just society, and of worlds far from
his doorstep. His decades as a social worker in Ottawa inspired The
Family Code, an intense tale of the troubled and chaotic life of a young
woman dogged by the brutality of past traumas, unhealed wounds,
and a code of silence that she must crack in order to be free. Connect
with Wayne at waynengwrites.com
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